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 Here are just a few of the things that the supporters of the nomination for this 

award said about Jill. 

 “Jill is a positive and enthusiastic person with a passion for the delivery of safe and 

good quality guiding.” 

“I feel privileged to have worked with Jill and feel that she had given an outstanding 

contribution to Girlguiding at all levels.” 

“Girlguiding in our region and indeed nationally has gained an enormous amount 

from Jill’s strategic vision and resulting planning to promote guiding as a safe place 

for girls and volunteers alike.” 

“With Jill, the question is always ‘how’, not ‘whether’, and she always speaks of 

‘us’, not ‘I’ or ‘you’.” 

“… knowing Jill is there if one needs moral or practical support is hugely reassuring” 

“Jill was able to create an effective relationship between the staff team and the 

volunteers, so that there was increased respect on both sides. She facilitated joint 

meetings where staff and volunteers could share expertise” 

“Jill’s personality means that you want to work with her and want to share her 

enthusiasm and passion for safe guiding and she will leave a legacy of safer guiding” 

“She has the most brilliant sense of humour, which she has deployed effectively to 

enable some of the more difficult moments that we experienced as a project board 

to be worked through in a positive manner.” 

“Jill was my Guide and Ranger leader and has always been someone who bursts with 

enthusiasm and life. She inspired me to apply for international travel and I was 

fortunate to go with Jill to a Finnish Jamboree in 1996.” 

“Her kindness, tolerance and sense of fun are such strengths, even now long after 

we have both moved on, when we do chat, she always thinks to ask about family 

members and remembers little details which is so heart-warming.” 

“Jill’s enthusiasm is infectious and when she is with a group of girls, you can see she 

wants them to stretch themselves and inspires girls to achieve great things.” 

“I don’t know if Jill is conscious of it, but she embodies the Guide 

Law in everything she does – it runs through her, like the lettering 

in a stick of rock. Jill is an exceptional person who has given 

exceptional service, and is a very worthy candidate for the 

Silver Fish.” 


